
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-6:  /s/ and /z/

1.  bicycle Lindsay's younger sister is learning how to ride a bicycle without training wheels. 

2.  phase   The next phase of the project will be the most challenging by far.

3.  closet You really should clean out that closet because it's a mess!

4.  license I was very proud when my family's dog received her therapy dog license. 

5.  cereal Jeremy did not like to eat cereal for breakfast as much as he liked to eat pancakes.

6.  sizes The baseball caps came in a variety of sizes. 

7.  recent  The recent announcement created a buzz of excitement. 

8.  sincere Tina's congratulations were totally sincere when her opponent won the championship.

9.  choose I am going to choose to have a positive attitude today.

10.  medicine My grandmother knows that sometimes the best medicine is a hot bowl of soup!

11.  because Dorothy wants to go to the zoo today because there is a new polar bear exhibit open.

12.  accept I hope you can accept my apology. 

13.  cancel We hope that we won't have to cancel the dinner reservation.

14.  those Do you think those curtains would look nice in our living room?

15.  forceful Adam's mother used a forceful tone when he grumbled about doing his homework. 

16.  triceps The fitness coach suggested some exercises she could do to strengthen her triceps.

17.  distance Every day, Nate challenges himself to run a further distance to train for the marathon.

18.  arose The old woman arose from her chair with quiet strength and dignity. 

19.  lose Even if we lose the game, we still have a chance to make the playoffs. 

20.  city Do you like living in the country now, when you have spent so many years in the city?

21.  sparrow I love to watch the little sparrow use the bird bath on spring mornings.

22.  motivation  What is your motivation for joining the chess club?

23.  rivalry  I think the rivalry between the two teams will be at its highest during tonight's game.

24.  scores  If you look back on this season's scores, you will see our baseball team has improved. 

25.  adjacent  Wendy was hoping to sit in the desk adjacent to her best friend, Mary. 
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